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Abstract: Relation classification is an important semantic processing task in the field of natural language processing. The
deep learning technology, which combines Convolutional Neural Network and Recurrent Neural Network with attention
mechanism, has always been the mainstream and state-of-art method. The LSTM model based on recurrent neural network
dynamically controls the weight by gating, which can better extract the context state information in time series and effectively
solve the long-standing problem of recurrent neural network. The pre-trained model BERT has also achieved excellent results
in many natural language processing tasks. This paper proposes a multi-channel character relationship classification model of
BERT and LSTM based on attention mechanism. Through the attention mechanism, the semantic information of the two
models is fused to get the final classification result. Using this model to process the text, we can extract and classify the
relationship between the characters, and finally get the relationship between the characters included in this paper.
Experimental results show that the proposed method performs better than the previous deep learning model on the
SemEval-2010 task 8 dataset and the COAE-2016-Task3 dataset.
Index Terms: Relation classification; attention mechanism; BERT; LSTM

1. Introduction
With the increasing abundance of network information resources, information data presents the characteristics of huge
scale, diverse modes and high-speed growth. How to extract useful information from massive data quickly and effectively
has become a key competitiveness. Google launched knowledge map in 2012 and applied it to search engine to enhance
the accuracy of search results, which marks the successful application of large-scale knowledge map in Internet semantic
search[1]. Relation classification is to recognize the semantic relationship between two entities in a text[2], which plays an
important role in many natural language processing tasks.
There are two kinds of traditional relation classification methods, rule-based method and feature vector based method.
The rule-based method needs the intervention of domain experts and needs to build a large number of matching rules
manually, which has poor scalability. The feature-based method need to construct a large number of features manually,
which is time consuming and laborious, and the features extracted manually stay at the lexical and syntactic level, so the
model can not capture the semantic features of the text well. Stephen[3] et al. proposed a relevance feedback system based
on regression prediction model and TF-IDF algorithm, which is a good representative in this aspect.
In recent years, with the development of machine learning and deep learning, Ashwani Kharola[4] proposed a
artificial neural network for predicting LVDT output characteristics. In addition, many algorithms and neural networks are
first used in computer vision tasks, and have achieved better performance in various industries. Shoulin Yin[5] et al.
proposed a active contour model based on density-oriented BIRCH clustering method, which can segment multimedia
medical images well. Xiaowei Wang[6] et al. proposed a network intrusion detection method based on deep multi-scale
convolutional neural network. Then, a variety of neural network model has been applied to various relation classification
tasks. The LSTM can model the hierarchical structure of sentences and solve the problem of long text distance dependence.
As a new model, BERT refreshes the best results of many NLP tasks, and then it is applied to text classification and
relation classification. However, due to the lack of specific preprocessing and optimization, the effect of character
relationship classification is not good. On the basis of these studies, this paper proposes a multi-channel character
relationship classification model based on attention mechanism, which combines the semantic information of the two
models.
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2. Related Work
At present, the existing relation classification methods include: rule based method, feature vector based method,
kernel function based method and deep learning model based method.
The rule-based approach relies on domain experts, a large number of pattern matching rules are constructed to classify
relation, the task of relation classification is suitable for specific domain. Aone[7] and others developed REES system,
which can can identify more than 100 relations. Humphrey[8] et al. complex syntactic rules are constructed to recognize
the relation between entities. Through these complex syntactic rules, it can finally get better results. These methods rely on
experts in specific fields and can achieve better classification results. However, they are time-consuming, laborious and
poor portability.
The feature-based method proposes a series of schemes using various text features, then transforms features into
vectors. Using machine learning algorithm to build the model. The feature vector is used as the input of the model to
classify the relation between entity pairs. Kambhatla[9] et al., by combining lexical, syntactic and semantic features, the
maximum entropy model is used as a classifier, and the feature is transformed into a vector to ensure the final ideal effect.
The F value of the final classification is 52.8% at ACE-RDC2003. It is a typical representative of feature-based methods.
However, these schemes can not reasonably utilize the structural information (such as word sequence, parsing tree, etc.) in
the text.
The method based on kernel function can use a large number of text features without explicitly specifying how to
extract text features. The corresponding kernel methods include: Qian L[10] et al. proposed a tree kernel-based semantic
relation extraction based on exploiting constituent dependencies. Mooney R J[11] et al. proposed a shortest path
dependency kernel for relation extraction, which makes good use of the idea of shortest path dependence. Mintz M[12] et
al. proposed a method of unmarked data relation extraction is used for remote monitoring, which is a typical application of
using kernel function to extract relational features. However, the biggest problem of supervised learning is that it needs a
lot of labeled data. In 2009, Mintz[13] et al. proposed a Distance Supervision (DS) method to generate labeled data, such
as extracting two entities from labeled data, searching in unlabeled data, and identifying sentences containing two entities
as positive samples, or negative samples, but using DS method to mark the wrong data will bring noise to the training
samples. In view of this shortcoming of DS, Riedel and Hoffmann put forward the hypothesis relaxation version of DS.
Riedel S[14] et al. proposed a method of modeling relations and mentions without labeled text. Meanwhile, Hoffman R[15]
et al. proposed a method of information extraction based on knowledge weak supervision in overlapping relation areas.
Takamatsu[16] and others found the shortcomings of DS method with relaxed hypothesis, and then proposed a novel
generative model to model the marking process, which successfully reduced the marking errors.
In recent years, thanks to the development of deep learning, CNN is the first deep learning model applied to relational
classification tasks, Li[17] et al. combined with dependency tree and hierarchical convolution method, an improved CNN
model was proposed and applied to the relation classification task. This method can better apply the convolution idea to
relation classification. Santos[18] et al. made improvement on the basis of CNN model, and introduced new loss function
to distinguish some categories which are easy to be divided into errors. In the work of Socher[19] et al., they did not use
CNN as the basic structure, instead, started to try to use RNN for relationship classification. The possibility of applying
RNN in relationship classification was verified. Because CNN can extract the word level features and RNN can extract the
sentence level features, Guo[20] et al. proposed the Att-RCNN (attention based combination of CNN and RNN) model,
which is combined with RNN and attention mechanism. The application of attention mechanism in relationship
classification was proposed. Wang[21] et al. proposed Att-Pooling-CNN model by combining two attention layers with
CNN to better identify patterns in heterogeneous contexts, and finally, the classification effect of entity relations reaches a
new high level.

3. Methodology
In this paper, a multi-channel model based on attention mechanism is proposed. LSTM and Bert are used as two
channels respectively to output their own features, and the features are fused through attention mechanism. The overall
structure is shown in Fig.1, which is mainly composed of the following three parts:




LSTM model channel: Input the text information into LSTM model, mainly deal with the time series features of
the input, and output the feature results.
BERT model channel: Input the text information into pre-trained BERT model, learn the semantic information
and understand the essential meaning of the text.
The feature fusion method based on attention mechanism: Attention mechanism is used to fuse the feature
results generated by LSTM channel and BERT channel.
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Fig.1. The overall model architecture of LSTM-BERT_Att. The input text passes through two channels: LSTM and Bert. After processing, the
attention mechanism is used to fuse the output. Finally, the final result is obtained through softmax function.

3.1 LSTM
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is a special RNN, which is mainly used to solve the problem of gradient
disappearance and gradient explosion in the process of long sequence training. LSTM can perform better in longer
sequences than RNN. The model architecture of LSTM is shown in Fig.2.

Fig.2. The overall model architecture of LSTM. A gate mechanism is introduced to control the circulation and loss of features. Update the status
according to the existing input and the output of the previous cell, and then output the predicted value according to the existing status.
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3.2 BERT
Bert is a recently proposed language pre-trained model, which uses the bidirectional transformer model structure[22]
to pre-trained large unmarked corpus, and then shows the model performance on some NLP tasks (such as word
segmentation, named entity recognition, emotional analysis and problem solving) by fine tuning downstream tasks. The
model architecture of Bert is shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3. The overall architecture of BERT. Where: Token Embedding is the embedding of words, which is obtained through training and learning;
Segment embedding is used to distinguish which sentence each word belongs to, which is also obtained through training and learning; Position
embedding is used to encode the position where the word appears.

3.3 Attention Mechanism
In order to fuse the time series features extracted by LSTM and the semantic features learned by Bert, and further
understand the implicit semantic expression of text, this paper proposes a semantic fusion method based on attention
mechanism. This method combines the feature h i obtained from LSTM model channel with the semantic t i obtained
from Bert model channel with the method of attention mechanism to obtain the final feature of the text.
Firstly, cosine similarity algorithm is used to measure the correlation between h i and t i , and the feature with high
correlation will get higher weight:

f (hi' , ti' )  cos(hi , ti )

(1)

Then, the correlation is normalized by softmax function to get the attention weight u i :

ui 

exp( f (hi' , ti' ))
n
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Finally, the fusion feature vector U i and feature matrix U with rich semantics are obtained by weighted operation
of u i and t i :
n

U i   ui  ti'

(3)
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(4)
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4. Experiments
4.1 Experimental Environment
The experimental environment and its configuration are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Experimental environment configuration
Experimental Environment

Environment Configuration

OS

Ubuntu 16.04

CPU

Intel Core i7-9700K

GPU

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2070

Memory

32GB

Programming Language

Python 3.6

Deep Learning Framework

Keras 2.2.4

4.2 Experimental Data
Semeval-2010-task8 dataset and coae-2016-task3 dataset were used in this experiment. The two datasets have been
widely used in relation classification task, and the classification effect of the model can be verified by comparing with
other methods. Semeval-2010-task8 dataset is the main dataset, the "other" category indicates that there is no relation
between entity pairs, and various relations are shown in Fig.4. The data set contains 10717 texts, including 8000 texts as
training set and 2717 texts as test set.

Fig.4. SemEval-2010-Task8 relation type and distribution

4.3 Evaluation
For each relation category, the P (Precision), R (Recall) and F1 (F1_score) value are generally used to measure the
classification effect of the model. From the distribution of relation categories in Fig.4, we can see that the data
distribution is roughly balanced, so this paper uses macro-F1 to measure the performance of the model. Firstly, the
values of P, R and F1 of each class sample are calculated respectively. In equations (5) - (7), i is the class i sample, TP
is the number of positive samples correctly predicted, TN is the number of negative samples correctly predicted, FP is
the number of positive samples wrongly predicted, and FN is the number of negative samples wrongly predicted.

Pi 

TPi
100
TPi  FPi

(5)

TPi
100
TPi  FN i

(6)

Ri 

F1i 
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The macroscopic precision rate Pma is the mean of the precision rate of all categories, and macroscopic recall
rate Rma is also the mean of recall rate of all categories. Macroscopic F1 value F1ma is also the mean value of F1
value of all categories.

Pma 

P1  P2    PN
N

(8)

Rma 

R1  R2    RN
N

(9)

F1ma 

F11  F12    F1N
N

(10)

4.4 Parameter
In the training process, the training data is divided into training set and verification machine according to the ratio
of 9:1, and the mean value of the verification results is taken as the evaluation of the current model. The experimental
results show that when the model is most effective, the main parameters are set as follows. In the process of data
preprocessing, the maximum sentence length of the dataset is 220. In the model training stage, the batch of Chinese and
English datasets is 16. In order to prevent over fitting, the experiment sets the L2 regularization coefficient λ to
and finally use Adam algorithm to optimize the update iteration parameters.

10-5 ,

4.5 Experiment Results and Analysis
Experiment 1. Comparison of relation classification methods on SemEval-2010-Task8
In this group of experiments, the classification effect of the proposed model is compared with other methods under
different feature support. These methods include convolutional neural network correlation methods CNN and CR-CNN,
CNN or RNN combined with attention mechanism methods include Att-CNN, BGRU-Att, Att-BLSTM, Att-RCNN,
Att-Pooling-CNN and BLSTM-Entity_Att. WE (Word Embedding), POS (Part-of-Speech), NER (Name Entity
Recognition), PF (Position Feature) and PI (Position Indicators) are the feature sets used in the above methods.
Table 2 shows that CNN[23] uses the original sentence sequence as input, and uses the location feature to highlight
the location information of entity pairs. Obviously, PF is very important for entity relationship classification task,
because F1ma increased from 68.4% to 81.6%. CR-CNN[18] considered more the influence of "Other" relation
category, and improved the loss function to reach the F1ma value of 83.5%. Attention mechanism has achieved
effective results in different fields such as image, text and voice, which makes Att-BLSTM[24], Att-CNN[25] and
BGRU-Att[26] achieve better results in relation classification task. For Att-RCNN and Att-Pooling-CNN, they are the
best representatives of CNN and RNN methods in relation classification task, with scores of 86.3% and 87.9% of
F1ma . The model in this paper is a multi-channel model based on attention, using LSTM and Bert at the same time.
The experimental data show that 88.5% of the macroscopic F1ma value is achieved on SemeVal-2010-Task8.
Table 2. Comparison of relation classification methods on SemEval-2010-Task8
Model

Feature Sets

F1ma (%)

CNN

WE
+PF, WordNet
WE + PF
WE, PI
WE, Latent Entity Typing
WE
WE, PF, POS, NER, etc
WE
WE
WE, Positional Encoding

68.4
81.6
83.5
84.2
85.0
85.8
85.9
86.3
87.9
88.5

CR-CNN
Att-BLSTM
BLSTM-Entity_Att
Att-CNN
BGRU-Att
Att-RCNN
Att-Pooling-CNN
LSTM-BERT_Att

Experiment 2. Comparison of relation classification methods on COAE-2016-Task3
In Table 3, ET represents the entity type, EO represents the entity order, and * indicates that the paper data is not
listed. The experimental data show that Pma and R ma in CNN model are relatively balanced, but the effect is not
good due to the small number of training samples in COAE-2016-Task 3. When the training samples are large, CNN
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still has a lot of room to improve. Compared with CNN model, PCNN_ATT improves the F1ma by 11.33% because it
introduces the word level attention mechanism and adopts the strategy of segmented maximum pooling operation. At
the same time, it also proves that ET is helpful to distinguish some relation categories.
Table 3. Comparison of relation classification methods on COAE-2016-Task3
Model

Feature

Pma (%)

Rma (%)

F1ma (%)

CNN
PCNN
PCNN_ATT
PCNN_ATT
SelfAtt-BLSTM
LSTM-BERT_Att

WE, PF
WE, PF
WE, PF
WE, PF, ET
WE, POS, PF
WE, PI

59.99
68.45
75.38
77.64
*
91.10

55.87
62.32
66.89
76.23
*
90.38

57.03
64.89
68.36
76.58
84.20
92.03

Compared with PCNN_ATT and SelfAtt-BLSTM model, the model proposed in this paper can greatly improve the
classification effect on Chinese entity relation classification task COAE-2016-Task3. The above reasons make the
model in this paper achieve the best effective on COAE-2016-Task3, and finally achieve 92.03% of the F1ma value.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the LSTM model is used to obtain the sequence feature information of the text, and the semantic
feature information of the input text is obtained through the pre-trained model Bert. Then, the time series feature and
semantic feature are fused through the attention mechanism, and finally the results are sent to the softmax function to
complete the classification task. The model does not need any background knowledge and syntactic features as auxiliary
information, and only uses the original text as input to make more effective use of the information of the input text. By
inputting the original text in the dataset into this model, the relationship between characters contained in the text can be
extracted and classified, and the accuracy of the final result has a good performance. Experimental results on
SemEval-2010-Task8 and COAE-2016-Task3 show that the proposed model has better performance for relation
classification tasks.
However, it is found that the method proposed in this paper is not effective for cross domain text classification, and
the next research work will focus on this to further improve the classification effect of the model for this kind of
problems.
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